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Painters as Envoys: 
Korean Inspiration in Eighteenth-Century Japanese Nanga

Burglind Jungmann

It is well known that Japanese literati painting of the eighteenth century was inspired by Chinese styles that found their way to Japan through trade relations. However, because Japanese and American art historians have focused on Japanese-Chinese ties, the fact that Japan also maintained important diplomatic--and aesthetic--relations with Korea during the same period has long been neglected. This richly illustrated book examines the role of Korean embassies in shaping the new Japanese literati style, known as Nanga in Japan.

By comparing Korean, Japanese, and Chinese paintings, the author shows how the Korean interpretation of Chinese styles influenced Japanese literati painters and helped inspire the creation of their new style.

Burglind Jungmann is Associate Professor of Korean Art History at the University of California, Los Angeles. Her previous book, on the Chinese influence on sixteenth-century Korean painting, was published in Germany in 1992.

272 pp. 8 x 10" 112 halftones. Cloth $60.00 (£38.95) ISBN 0-691-11463-3


Wanfang Data

Wanfang Data has recently made three special databases available to the community of East Asian Libraries. These databases are Chinese Dissertations, Conference Proceedings, and Chinese Companies/Products. The database of dissertations and the database of conference proceedings contain almost half a million dissertations and conference articles respectively. They are the largest and most comprehensive in the market. The database of Chinese Companies and Products provides current information on about 160,000 companies and their products.

Wanfang Data allows on-line subscription to individual journals specified by Asian libraries. Both current and back issues are provided, as well as citation information for articles in other journals not subscribed to. Wanfang may be contacted at

Overseas Development
Suite 1-19, Hua Tong Plaza B Tower
Y-19 Che Gong Zhuang Xi Lu
Beijing 100044, China
Tel/Fax: 86-10-88018034/88018128
http://www.wanfangdata.com